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Improving Critical Data Reliability
SGS has partnered with industry leading providers of geo-spatial data to create
expert tools for address and agency information that will save time and increase
efficiency, using two sources for all address and agency information. Information data is stored on redundant SGS servers to ensure it is always available.
New concepts in data management are changing “best practices” with geographical technology.
Location Information
Central stations have always focused on the importance of a correct address to
avoid losing critical dispatch time with PSAP operators. Nonetheless, address
verification has historically been difficult and often inaccurate. Errors are caused
by new tracts, data entry problems with prefix directions, street terminations,
suite numbers and similar issues.
New technology services make accurate address definition delivery feasible with
high reliability. SGS has integrated new services into stages™ data entry and dispatch to scrub and correct for common errors. We include inputs for name, address and geo-code to deliver corrected data with a consistent format. Even get
suite or unit numbers you may be missing. SGS address correction can be done
in bulk to avoid single account editing.
PSAP Dispatch Data
As the sophistication of 9-1-1 operations continues to grow, PSAP operations
are demanding quality information from alarm monitoring centers. Time is of
the essence for customers, central stations and PSAP dispatchers.
SGS’ dataLoc™ service will help smooth the bumps in the road by identifying the
correct PSAP and Local Authorities in both data entry and for real-time dispatch.
Historically, monitoring centers trusted the data entry process to create data,
but today, monthly PSAP boundary changes occur by the thousands. The dataLoc™ service is here to help with PSAP transitions and provides a necessary tool
for data entry, site updates and real-time query.
There is much to be gained with improved accuracy and efficiency, and SGS can
guide you in taking advantage of the best technology available. With dataLoc™
validated data, success rates with ASAP dispatch are vastly improved.

In addition to address validation and standardization, dataLoc™ services also return latitude and longitude. The stages™ monitoring software can leverage the lat/long coordinates for a variety of features.
SGS has integrated advanced mapping features into the stages™ Alarm
Monitoring Software to provide unique functions that save time, allow
greater flexibility, and offer data management tools in a visual format.

Alarm Map
Display all current alarms by location. Results are searchable and colorcoded by alarm priority.

Visually Audit your Data
Using the Short Site Device map, data outliers are easily spotted. For
example, enter an agency into the search parameter and see all sites
using that agency.

Storm Queue
For storms, earthquakes, brownouts, and other geographical events,
enter the shape of the affected area over the map. Alarms within the
shape are placed into the Storm Queue. As the storm front changes,
simply alter the shape accordingly

About SGS
Our view in 2006 was that dynamic changes in IT systems & architecture enabled new approaches to monitoring and central station problems. Further, we believed that technology components in communication were rapidly developing and fostering tighter integration of
data and the timely delivery of information.
These core competencies drive our passion for the success of our customers.
For more information about SGS, go to: www.secglobe.net

